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Across
1. Iron swords, the invention of paper, and the civil 

service exam were all improvements during the 
____ Dynasty.

3. The European country of _________ brought an 
end to the most advanced East African 
civilizations.

5. Furs, silk, and ______ were among the products 
traded along the Silk Road in the Middle Ages.

6. The wealthiest person in history is thought to be 
_____ _____.

8. Kilwa and ______ __________ were powerful 
Swahili trading states.

11. The Chinese used gunpowder for fireworks and 
_________ in the Middle Ages.

13. The Indian subcontinent became important for 
trade in the Indian Ocean basin because of its 
________ location.

15. The Silk Road became less important over time 
due to faster ___ routes and the spread of silk 
production.

Down
2. Swahili is a mixture of African, _____, and Hindu 

ideas and customs.
3. Besides goods, technology, religion, art, ideas, 

and the ________ were "traded" along the Silk 
Road during the Middle Ages.

4. The largest port of the Swahili trading states 
was ______.

5. Currency is something that is used as a 
_________ medium of exchange.

7. Technologies that originated in China included 
movable type, the magnetic compass, and the 
__________.

9. _______ means to exchange trade goods 
directly for other goods.

10. Gunpowder used in battle, double planting 
____, and movable type were all 
accomplishments of the Song Dynasty.

12. Along with trade goods, _________ were also 
spread along the Silk Road.



Across
17. A principal characteristic of the Indian Ocean 

sailing vessel known as the dhow is its 
__________ sail.

18. _____ was just as important as gold in trans-
Saharan trade.

19. The most important export of Great Zimbabwe 
was _____.

20. Trade was made easier with the invention of 
______ _______.

21. Kilwa and Great Zimbabwe both traded gold and 
their power and wealth decreased after 
___________ contact.

23. The route of the Silk Road is best described as 
going from ______ to China, with several 
branches in the Middle East.

24. _________ is a Hindi word that refers to the 
location of and importance of trade to the people 
who lived along the coast of East Africa.

Down
13. Woodblock printing and porcelain were invented 

during the Tang Dynasty, also known as the 
_______ ____ of China.

14. Based on the ruins of East Africa, it is apparent 
that the religion of ______ was important there.

16. The Silk Road still influences __________ 
today.

22. Gold, ______, and animal skins were important 
trade items in East Africa.


